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North Smithfield bans Nike and sparks major debate
Katie Cafferty
Contributing Writer
The North Smithfield town council is under fire for their recent
passing of a resolution to ban Nike products following the brand
running an ad feature that was featuring Colin Kaepernick. Residents
and members of the school committee are being criticized for the
decision made on Monday, September 17th. The decision requested
a ban on the purchase of any Nike product as a direct result of the
company's controversial advertisement. Due to the immense backlash
the residents and members of the school committee received from the
community, they are wishing to recall the resolution.
Kaepernick is a former quarterback for the San Francisco 49ers
and is currently a free agent. He sparked a national debate after he
began kneeling during the National Anthem before NFL games in
2016 to protest police brutality and racial injustice. It is no surprise
Nike reignited this debate, as they have a history of taking a stand on

social issues. The ad featuring Colin Kaepernick was released as a part
of their 30th anniversary for their trademark "Just Do It" campaign.
This ad, much like their ads in the past, which have taken a stand on
social issues, resulted in a rise in sales. Initially after the advertisement
launch their stocks went down, but their online sales skyrocketed, and
social media blew up. Nike believes that "social justice issues that Colin

and other professional athletes have raised deserve our attention and
action.
We embrace the role and responsibility of everyone involved with
this game to promote meaningful, positive change in our communities."
The town council voted 3-2 in favor of the non-binding proposal
which pushed the town's school department as well as other departments
to avoid purchasing any type of Nike product. The council supported
this movement since Nike's "values do not reflect our values and Nike
should not financially benefit from our business." The resolution
also read, "Nike's use of Colin Kaepernick's image and their slogan
perpetuates the falsehood that police are racist and determined to use
unnecessary force against African Americans and persons of color.
. . Hundreds and thousands of men and women in law enforcement
deserve our respect and support."
Two days following the passing of the resolution, the council
president wished to back down and recall the resolution. On
Wednesday, September 19th, the council president, John Beauregard,
spoke out saying he has not changed his mind on the matter, but he
wants to put an end to the negative repercussions. Beauregard stated at
a press release: "I am not doing this because my views on this subject
have changed ... I still feel as strongly about the subject today as I
did last Monday. I am only doing this because of the backlash to my
town, the businesses in my town, the schools and all the residents. I
don't want to drag anyone into my fight that did not choose to be in it."
The town couneil will meet Monday, September 24th to reconsider the

Jim Vincent's response to t he town council's decision. (NAACP Providence)

Coastal couple yet to be captured
Timothy Graham
Contributing Writer
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dollars from multiple bank accounts, and he also could take out cash
, ances om credit cards."
Along with the first couple of episodes being released, the police
department also announced a $100,000 reward, funded by private
Peter Chadwick and his wife Quee Choo Chadwick went missing donors, the city, and the U.S. Marshals Service, for any information
from their affluent coastal town on October 10, 2012. Chadwick, who about Chadwick's location.
Countdown to Capture, the podcast title, is different from other
was released on $1 million bond in December of 2012, has appeared
in court thirteen different times since the murder has happened, but true crime podcasts. The podcast is told by law enforcement without
since 2015 he has been missing and is on the run from authorities. In any assessment of facts, evidence and other information about the
the effort to try and capture this millionaire, and so-called "murderer," crime. By releasing all the information about the case, law enforcement
the Newport Beach Police Department has announced the creation is taking a major risk because with all the money Chadwick possesses
of a six-part podcast called "Countdown to Capture," describing how he could be anywhere in the world, and with him knowing that people
Peter Chadwick went from being a successful businessman to one of are looking for him he could change his location at any moment as well
the top fugitives in the world.
as his identity.
Peter Chadwick is a father of three and was married to his wife
Will these podcasts help law enforcement find this wanted
Quee Choo for 21 years. The authorities in the Newport Beach area individual, nobody is certain about that, but the hope is that it will
first began the case on the tenth of October in 2012 when Q.C., the at least give them a better chance of capturing him as more people
wife of Peter, failed to pick her two youngest sons up from their bus are educated about the investigation? U.S. Marshall David Singer told
stop after school. Peter and Q.C. were nowhere to be found, as phone reporters, "We will leave no stone unturned until Peter Chadwick is
calls to both individuals went unanswered. The following day, Peter behind bars."
Chadwick made a phone call from a gas station about 100 miles south,
in the San Diego area, and he reported that he was kidnapped by a man
who he claimed to have killed his wife.
Investigators felt that Chadwick's story was a little shady and just
days later police arrested Peter Chadwick for the murder ofQuee Choo
Chadwick. He pleaded not guilty at his arraignment and was released
on the million-dollar bond. Three days after Chadwick was released,
Q.C.'s body was discovered in the San Diego area in a trash can.
Chadwick had appeared in court 13 different time after being
accused of the crime, but in December of 2015 he did not show up a
court and has been missing since then.
Over three years after the disappearance of Chadwick, the Newport
Police Department has created a six-part podcast hoping it will help
them find the millionaire. Chadwick is on the United States Marshals
Service list of the 15 most wanted criminals.
This week the first two episodes have been released to the public.
According to the Orange County DA's office, "Peter Chadwick has
been really difficult for us to track, he was able to withdraw millions of
Chadwick Mansion In Newport, Rhode lsland.(Newport Police Department)
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EMT CALL EMT CALL/ MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDEREDSep 17, 2018Monday at 00:27
Location: Bristol House
Summary: DPS received a report of a male student
complaining of stomach. EMS was activated. Patient was
transported to Fatima Hospital by Smithfield Rescue.

(MVA) MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT
Sep 22, 2018Saturday at 15:42
Location: Lot C
Summary: DPS received a report that a vehicle backed
out of a parking space and ran over a person's foot. The
Smithfield Police were dispatched to take a report.

EMT CALL EMT CALL/ MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDEREDSep 20, 2018Thursday at 08:03
Location: Bristol House
Summary: DPS received a report of a student who was
vomiting. Possibly flu type systems. EMS was activated.
Patient was transported to Fatima Hospital by Smithfield
Rescue.

EMT CALL EMT CALL/ MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDEREDSep 22, 2018Saturday at 18:47
Location: E C S
Summary: DPS received a report of an intoxicated male
that was being disorderly. EMS was activated. Patient was
transported to Fatima Hospital by Smithfield Rescue.

TCI Press, Inc.

(MVA) MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTSep 22,
2018Saturday at 20:06
Location: SENIOR STUDENT PARKING 0
Summary: DPS received a report from a student stating
his vehicle has been involved in a hit and run accident.
VANDALISM (SCHOOL BUILDING)Sep 23,
2018Sunday at 01:44
Location: Tiverton House
Summary: DPS received a report from an RA stating that
a group of males had removed the sign from
Tiverton House. DPS assistance was requested. DPS
was able to recover the stolen signs, the suspects will be
charged.
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Tweets of the week China responds to
"Judge Kavanaugh showed America exactly why I
Trump in ongoing
nominated him. His testimony was powerful, honest,
and riveting. Democrats' search and destroy strategy
global tariff war
is disgraceful and this process has been a total sham
and effort to delay, obstruct, and resist. The Senate
,,
must vote.

'

- Donald Trump, 09/27/18 (@RealDonaldTrump)
«>50 years from now what's going to be important

about the Trump presidency is what he does or doesn't
do. And if rm right, it's a nervous breakdown....
Things are not connected ... .! think it's accurate. And I
think it's demonstrated.,,,
- Bob Woodward, 09/25/18 (@realBobWoodward)

"Kavanaugh acknowledges drinking in high school,
but again denies Ford allegation in prepared remarks
for Thurs hearing: 'I drank beer with friends,
usually on weekends. Sometimes I had too many. In
retrospect I said and did things in high school that
make me cringe now.,,,
- Peter Alexander, 09/26/18 (@PeterAlexander)

"That exchange w/Klobuchar was sort of stunningly
rude (] think arU of: our moll eis wom~ll aigFeijJ. @\ti
even on a partisan point. Odd-but perhaps given
the highly partisan environment and the audience of
President Trump-not an ill advised move.,,
- Clare Malone, 09/27/18 (@ClareMalone)

"The American people can see right through this crap
the Democrats are playing. They waited to torpedo
this man to leave that seat open and get some kind of
sleazy talking point for midterms. Not gonna work!
The red wave is coming and we are bringing hell with
us.

',,

David Schmidt
News Copy Editor
Recently, the United States imposed
sanctions on China due to its purchase
of Russian military equipment, and
the Chinese responded by cautioning
the United States that it must extract
the sanctions or face the penalties. The
equipment purchased by the Chinese
from the Russian's were Russian fighter
jets and surface-to-air missile equipment.
The jets that were purchased were
Sukhoi Su-35 fighter jets. Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokesman Geng Shuang has
made the statement that China "is strongly
outraged by this unreasonable action
by the U.S." Similarly, Shuang made the
statement that the United States ought to
severely make the immediate correction
of removing the sanctions or else.
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo with
the assistance of the Treasury secretary
Stephen Mnuchin made the move to
place sanctions on the Chinese military's
Equipment Development Department.
The department has the responsibility
of improving and keeping the Chinese
military well equipped in order to protect
the homeland and its government.
Equally, astonish for the Chinese is
that the United States added the head
of the Chinese military's Equipment
Development Department on to its list
of foreign individuals that have assets in
the US that have been or will be frozen.
Furthermore, in addition to their assets
being frozen, "Americans are also
gener,all* ~r,ohibited fr 01 doing business
with them" thus they arew0unded both in
their personal finances and in their firms'
financial security.
These financially adverse moves on
China were made due to the apparent
violation of the 2017 law, the Countering
America's Adversaries Through Sanctions
Act.
Not only are the Chinese angered
by the recent placement of sanctions
on themselves, but the Russians are
not pleased as well to the United States
actions. Russian Deputy Foreign Minister
Sergei Ryabkov stated how unpleased the
Kremlin is with the current situation.
As Ryabkov made a statement that holds
responsible the United States of both
undermining global solidities.
However, the recent and punished
purchase by China comes after the

noticeable increase of Russian military
exercises, which involved contingents
from China and Mongolia. Equally
important is the fact that there has been
a huge upswing in the commerce between
both China and Russia amounting to an
astonishing 87 billion US dollars in 2017.
Furthermore, recently Russian President
Vladimir Putin has predicted that trade
between China and Russia will continue
to see upswings as he predicts that in 2018
Sino-Russian trade will reach or surpass
$100 billion in 2018.
This is not surprising though with
the Sino-Russian economic partnership
as Zach Witlin, an analyst with the
Eurasia Group has made the claim that
the partnership between the two is an
ever growing and potentially long-term
partnership due to numerous motives,
which he states start with the fact that
Russia's relationship with the West,
specifically with the United States is
stressed. Thus, Russia sees a more open
and positive outlook in partnering up
with non-western states.
Moreover, China with it growing in
strength on the world stage it sees that a
partnership with Russia will assist it in
becoming a force on the global stage and
challenge the United States. Both Putin
and China's President Xi Jinping met
recently at the Eastern Economic Forum
in Russia. There it was noted that Xi
Jinping made a statement with a positive
outlook on the Sino-Russian partnership
stating that it as oisplaying dynamic
growth.
Yet many believe that the recent
American tariff barrage on China has in
many ways enhanced China's push for a
Sino-Russian partnership in the areas of
military and economic. Yet, this does not
come as a surprise as it has been stated
that the tariffs imposed by the United
States under the Trump Administration
in the excess of 40 percent of the Chinese
exports to the United States, which is
worth billions of dollars a year for both
the United States and the Chinese.
Though the Trump administration
has not taken its foot off the tariff pedal
because it just recently stated that it is
severely thinking of imposing more tariffs
onto Chinese goods.

- Tomi Lahren, 09/27/18 (@tomilahren)

"After Dr. Blasey Ford came forward, reports of sexual
assault increased 57%. This may be a very hard time
for survivors, so please reach out if you need help.
One option is the National Sexual Assault Hotline,
800-656-4673.,,

- Sen. Dianne Feinstein 09/27/18 (@SenFeinstein)

"#SCOTUS grants five new cases today.,,
- SCOTUSblog, 09/27/18 (@SCOT:USblog)

XI Jinping and Vladimir Putin shake hands (Bloomberg)
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Mold in dorms prompts University of
Maryland to move students to hotels
Talia Richman
MCTCampus
The University of Maryland is putting students up
in College Park hotels after mold was reported in some
dormitories and several students said it has made them
sick.
Mold was found "throughout Elkton Hall, as well as
isolated reports in other residence halls, and the issue
has been exacerbated by recent weather conditions," the
school's Department of Resident Life told students and
families.
The more than 500 mostly freshman students living
in Elkton are being relocated temporarily to hotels to
allow contractors to clean every room in the eight-story
building, floor-by-floor.
The mold problems further compound campus housing
issues at the university where about 2,000 students live
without air conditioning and the school needed to add
beds to some rooms and convert lounges into dorm rooms
to accommodate about 350 extra students this year.
A university spokeswoman declined to make anyone
available for an interview Monday about the mold
problems because all the staff members involved were
"working diligently to remediate the situation."
In an email to students late last week, the Department
of Resident Life said university staff is working around the
clock to remediate the mold.
"We have taken many steps to address the issue;
including hiring contractors who specialize in mold
remediation, installing commercial-grade dehumidifiers
in floor hallways, conducting inspections of rooms that
have reported service requests, cleaning all surfaces, and
cleaning or replacing furniture," according to the email.
Mold exposure can lead to eye irritation, cold
symptoms, coughing and congestion, skin rashes and the
aggravation of asthma.
The most common symptoms include allergy and hay
fever-like symptoms like sneezing, itchy eyes and a sore
throat, said Jim Keilson, who owns Maryland Home
Inspection Services. But more severe reactions can cause
respiratory issues and even death.
"It's a wide spectrum based on someone's individual
immune system," he said.
A spokesman for Prince George's County said the
local health department might launch an investigation to

J4tllo
Wt nave motd on au r
Vtds. drtu.trs ~ dl!KS. we\t'
P<ttecA tvef\(1\11,g o p\en~~
r~1arR our wnutvre 1
~Tti<.tH<.<; • ,. . .,.. .
An alert note hanging from a dorm room affected by the mold (The Baltimore Sun)

ensure the student housing was mold-free, but he wasn't
certain.
In a Sept. 19 email Maryland facilities staff sent
students in dorms across campus, they said they'd been
receiving reports of mold on dorm furniture and other
bedroom surfaces. They blamed the heavy rains and hot
temperatures, which led to increased humidity levels
inside the aging dorm buildings.
Staff encouraged students to report any mold spotting,
and said they would respond to issues as they were
received.
Then, late Friday night, Maryland facilities staff sent
another update, informing Elkton Hall residents that they
would be moved floor-by-floor to hotels to enable a fullscale scrub down of the building.
Students began relocating Sunday night - capping
off Parents' Weekend, a weekend of special events geared
toward students' families that took place Sept. 21-23.
The relocated students are being spread among three

-----------:':"'---.ar.....,..-..ai_

The University of Maryland, College Park quad (OneC/assJ

nearby hotels: The Cambria, The Hotel at the University of
Maryland, and the College Park Marriott.
Some students are expected to be living in hotels until
early October. The university spokeswoman said the
school does not yet know how much it will cost to house
students at hotels.
Freshman Anne Ziolkowski said she's happy to have
been relocated but is frustrated it took the university so
long to take her complaints seriously.
ShespottedmoldduringthefirstweekendofSeptember.
Facilities staff came and wiped down the blinds and airconditioning unit, she said.
Her mother bought a dehumidifier to try to keep the
nasty spores from returning, but the mold ultimately came
back anyway, invading her drawers and ruining some of
her clothes, she said.
"We've been dealing with this all month," said
Ziolkowski, 18. "They finally took action after Parents'
Weekend."
Ziolkowski often paused to cough while describing
her experience with the mold. She was diagnosed with
bronchitis last week, and her doctor told her that the mold
was to blame, she said.
Many of her friends have similar symptoms: infections,
persistent coughs, exacerbated asthma.
"Everyone in my hall is sick," she said. "Everyone is
coughing."
The housing situation at Maryland has become a hot
button issue among students this school year. The brutal
early September heat wave left the 2,000 students in dorms
without air-conditioning sweltering in their rooms.
Some ditched their bedrooms, instead seeking refuge
in cooler multipurpose rooms and lounges, sleeping next
to fans on university-provided mattresses. Students at
Goucher College had similar options when dealing with
the "cpde red" heat earlier this month.
Housing is already limited in College Park, due to a
larger-than-expected freshmen class enrolling at the state
flagship. The university squeezed an extra 350 students
into campus housing this fall by adding extra beds to
double and triple rooms, and converting dormitory
lounges into dorm rooms.
Students living on campus say they deserve better than
what's been provided them this semester.
Shannon Cleary, 18, has been using an inhaler since
last week. She's missed classes both due to being sick and
to move out of her dorm room, she said.
Cleary also found mold on her blinds right around
Labor Day. She told facilities staff, who cleaned it up and
told her that she and her roommate should be fine going
forward.
But when Cleary looked around her room afterward,
she found even more mold- it covered the bottom of her
desk and her bed. It was under every drawer, and in her
roommate's closet.
"It shouldn't be our job to go and find it," she said.
"I would've hoped that after we first reported it, they
would've looked around and found out that we had mold
in all those other places."
Cleary lives on the sixth floor of Elkton, which means
she isn't scheduled to be moved to a hotel until Friday.
Residents on the top two floors moved Sunday, and the
rest are staggered over the next two weeks.
Cleary said she's lucky other friends have allowed her
to sleep in their hotel rooms, so she doesn't have to spend
another week in her dorm's conditions.
"It's gross," she said. "It's just not comfortable."
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The iPhone Xr release might be bad for current iPhone Sales
Alex Bliss
Contributing Writer
Apple released their latest iPhone product on September the 21st. The "iPhone Xs"
and the "iPhone Xs Max" offer a 5.8-inch and 6.5-inch display respectively. The "iPhone
Xr" is expected to release in late October, almost a full month after the initial release.
The iPhone Xr will be the alternative option for those who do not want to opt for the
premium Xs and Xs Max phones. The Xr will be priced at $750, only 75% of the cost of
the iPhone Xs which is a hefty $1000.
There is generally a lot of buzz in the business and technology world when Apple
releases a new product, this year was no exception. The iPhone Xs and iPhone Xs Max
hit the market on the 21st but six days earlier, on the 15th of September, pre-ordering
was made available to the public. Within only 30 minutes of pre-ordering going live,
the iPhone Xs Max sold out. Even though the iPhone Xs Max sold out online, there
were still retailers with the phone in stock on the 21st. Stores required payment in full,
while online sales permitted financing which is likely the reason retailers weren't cleaned
out. The premium phones have taken the market by storm but that has not removed all
concerns from the minds of analysts. In fact, some analysts have expressed concerns
about the delayed release of the iPhone Xr and the impact that it could have on current
sales of the premium phones that have already been released.
The biggest concern among analysts revolves around the consumer, and whether they
will want to pay top dollar for Apple's premium products or if the consumer will wait for
a lower quality product with a better price point. There will always be consumers that
cannot wait a full month after the initial release and will actually purchase the premium
phones but that is not always the case for the average consumer. Price conscience
consumers may decide that savfog $250 is worth waiting until October or a less tech
savvy person may decide that the premium phones have more functions than they need,
leaving the iPhone Xr as the best choice for them as well.
The iPhone Xs uses a 5.8-inch OLED screen versus the iPhone Xr that uses a 6.1-inch
LCD screen. The screen on the iPhone Xr may be bigger, but it is certainly not better. Two
of the greatest compromises made on the iPhone Xr is a downgrade from OLED to LCD
and a much lower resolution. The iPhone Xr does not even support 1080p HD content.
The differences, while not monumental, may be enough to help someone decide between
the iPhone Xr and the premium models.
While Apple wants to sell all versions of their phones, it will be their premium phones
that will generate the most revenue. Once the iPhone Xr is released it will be more clear as
to what makes the iPhone Xs and iPhone Xs Max superior to the iPhone Xr. At that point,
consumers will be faced with the same question once more, what is more important to
you? The product and features or the price? For many, one will outweigh the other.

lphone Xr is offered in yellow and other bright colors (Apple)

Economic growth despite rising oil prices
Luke Calabrese
Contributing Writer

now!" This comes as midterm elections are on the horizon and voters will be deciding
which party will have control of the house and the senate. With current gas prices at a
national average of $2.85 per gallon and rising, consumers become worrisome of rises
that occurred earlier in the 21st century where gas reached highs of up to $5 per gallon.
Only time will tell what will happen to the economy as a result of fluctuations in oil
prices.

We all know the pain in our pockets that comes with filling up our car when gasoline
prices are on the rise. The price per barrel of oil in the United States has risen 40% (up
to around $71) in the past year, yet the U.S. economy seems to be doing fine. An upswing
in oil and gas prices would normally have a negative impact on the economy due to
consumers spending more of their paycheck on gas for their cars and heat for their homes
over other things. However, the economy grew at its fastest rate in four years during the
2nd quarter. Michael Maher, an energy researcher at Rice University states, "Because the
U.S. now is producing so much more than it used to, the rise in oil prices is not as big
an impact as it would have been 20 years ago or 10 years ago." 10 years ago, The Unites
States imported 10 million barrels of oil a day. Now, with increased production, we only
import 6 million barrels per day while producing 10.9 million. In fact, the United States
is now the largest oil producer in the world as of this summer, surpassing Russia and
Saudi Arabia.
When the price for oil began to fall during 2014, United States energy producers
downsized as a result. Thousands of people lost their jobs and they spent less on resources
such as steel pipes and oil rigs. This balances out some of the economic growth that comes
with more consumer spending. Now that oil prices are back on the rise, domestic energy
companies are reacquiring many of the assets that they dropped back in 2014. Rises in
crude oil prices also tend to have a positive effect on the alternative energy industries
because people begin to look for cheaper substitutes.
Now this all begs the question: will the United States eventually see an economic
down turn as a result of the rise in oil prices?
Economists at Moody's analytics believe that if the prices of oil continue to rise we
could begin to see the negative effects of this upswing. In fact, for every I cent that gas
prices go up per gallon, spending by consumers drops 1 billion that year. This trend could
eventually be harmful to the economy. However, consumers are much more equipped for
rise in gas prices than in previous circumstances, with higher wages and a much more
secure job market.
Individuals are never happy when gas prices rise though, which has forced President
Donald Trump to speak out tweeting, "We protect the countries of the Middle East, they A pain in our pockets we are all familiar with
would not be safe for very long without us, and yet they continue to push for higher
and higher oil prices! We will remember. The OPEC monopoly must get prices down

(Odyssey)
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Great Lakes cleanup has an economic ripple effect
Pam Louwagie
MCTCampus

The proliferation of waterfront hotels helped fuel a 4.4 percent increase in leisure and
hospitality jobs in the city between 2008 and 2017, the report pointed out, and tourism
tax revenue in the city doubled in the last decade.
Lake Superior's water quality is often promoted by brewery and distillery owners,
according to the study. And water cleanup has "catalyzed" renewed interest in waterbased recreation for locals and tourists.
Both cities have grown in the percentage of residents age 20 to 34, the study said,
with each hosting above-average concentrations of millennials for their states. Despite
the study's findings, some might argue that Duluth's renaissance started decades ago.
Like many cities along the Great Lakes, much of Duluth's prime waterfront was
once industrial and closed off to the public. In a 1985 plan to redevelop the downtown
waterfront, then-Mayor John Fedo wrote that the city had "an opportunity to uncover
a jewel."
The area now known as Canal Park was among the first to be cleaned up. The work
included clearing away junked cars to make way for hotels, restaurants and shops. More
recently, the city has invested in mountain biking, rock climbing and other park features,
marketing its outdoors-rich attributes, including water activities.
Researchers found that several cities studied along the Great Lakes have seen a recent
resurgence in recreational activity such as boating, sailing, fishing and canoeing, as well
as new focuses on kayaking, kitesurfing and paddleboarding. Businesses are now serving
more people visiting waterfronts, they said.
In a phone interview Tuesday, an official with one of the groups that led the study
acknowledged that some of the economic growth would have happened regardless.
"We can't honestly say - and we're not saying - that everything that's happened
along the waterfront, whether the estuary or Lake Superior in Duluth, is a result of the
[Great Lakes Restoration Initiative], but that there definitely is evidence of increased
spending and recreational activities - tourism and whatnot - along the waterfront,"
said Matt Doss, policy director for the Great Lakes Commission.
"According to the people we interviewed, at least some of that is reflective of the
environmental improvements that are happening in the area."

Turns out, cleaning up a lake can help spruce up a city. Federal money poured into
environmental restoration of the Great Lakes will benefit regional economies more than
threefold, including the twin port cities of Duluth and Superior, Wis., a study released
Tuesday says.
Every dollar of the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative, which the federal government
funded to the tune of$1.4 billion between 2010 and 2016, will spur an additional $3.35 in
economic activity by 2036, research led by the University of Michigan found.
Nearly half the projected boost would come from increased tourism, with much of
the rest from new waterfront real estate and commercial development as well as rising
home values and an improved quality of life, which attracts and keeps young people in
Great Lakes communities, the study found.
It's a strategy that leaders in Duluth have been embracing in recent years, investing
in and promoting the city's rugged outdoor amenities - including access to increasingly
clean bodies of water - as part of its plan for economic growth.
"I think the two go hand in hand," said former Duluth Mayor Don Ness, who now
represents Minnesota on the board of the Great Lakes Protection Fund, a foundation
that grants money for environmental cleanup. "As time goes on, a freshwater resource
becomes increasingly valuable and important economically ... I think Duluth has made
a real commitment to an environment-led strategy to say, as we clean up the [St. Louis
River] ... that we believe that will result in more human recreational use of the river and
some positive economic activity surrounding that."
The Great Lakes Restoration Initiative's focus was environmental: cleaning up
contaminated areas, preventing and controlling invasive species, reducing polluted
runoff, restoring habitat and promoting long-term stewardship of the lakes.
But the program's economic effect hadn't been measured until now, and researchers
found that it was similar to a federal stimulus program in the number of jobs it created
or supported.
"This study describes what we already know . . . cleaning up legacy pollution and
restoring aquatic habitat on the Great Lakes isn't only good for the environment, it
creates jobs and fuels the regional economy," Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
Commissioner John Linc Stine said in a statement.
Led by the intergovernmental Great Lakes Commission and the Council of Great
Lakes Industries, the study was funded by several foundations and cited developments
in several "case study" cities.
In Duluth-Superior, for instance, Great Lakes Restoration Initiative projects included
dredging 300,000 cubic yards of contaminated sediment, cleaning up and restoring 257
acres of wildlife habitat and creating 350 acres of new habitat decades after industrial and
municipal discharges contaminated the St. Louis River estuary and harbor.
The projects are credited with helping to boost lodging, recreation, craft brewing and
distilling.
The study cited a 10 percent increase in the number of hotel rooms in the Twin Ports
over a decade, highlighting Duluth's $32 million Pier B Resort Hotel, which sits on 27
acres of once-industrial land on the Duluth-Superior Harbor and now boasts a hotel,
restaurant, convention spa<.se and boat launch.
"State and local agencies contributed $5.5 million to the site cleanup, enabling
waterfront development where it wasn't possible before," the report said.
Cleaning up the mess In the Great Lakes Is "worth ltn (FotoliaJ

Delta to use facial recognition in Atlanta's international terminal
Kelly Yamanouchi
MCTCampus
Delta Air Lines plans to launch what it calls the nation's first "biometric terminal"
by deploying facial recognition at multiple points in the international terminal at
Hartsfield-Jackson.
At the Maynard H. Jackson International Terminal and Concourse F at the Atlanta
airport, Delta plans to use facial recognition at check-in, at the security checkpoint, at
boarding and at Customs processing.
Atlanta-based Delta says international travelers flying on Delta between Atlanta and
other countries can use facial recognition instead of their passports to get through those
checkpoints at the airport.
It's similar to what has been launched at other airports globally, including a biometric
terminal opened last fall at Singapore Changi airport. Other airlines have also tested the
use of biometrics at other airports.
In Atlanta, plans are for the technology to be at Concourse F gates at HartsfieldJackson by Oct. 15 and throughout the international terminal by Dec. 1.
However, international travelers will still need to bring their passports, and will
still need to show their boarding passes at the Transportation Security Administration
checkpoint.
And Delta's deployment of facial recognition for international passengers in the
international terminal doesn't change the process for those traveling on domestic flights,
or people flying other airlines.
Passengers have the option to opt out of the facial recognition process, according to
Delta.
Those who want to use facial recognition can approach a kiosk in the lobby and
click "Look," or approach a camera at the ticket counter, the TSA checkpoint or when
boarding. Once a green check mark flashes on the screen, the passenger can proceed.
Some privacy advocates have warned of risks of security based on facial scans.
A senior staff attorney with digital rights nonprofit Electronic Frontier Foundation,
Jennifer Lynch has said she is wary of facial recognition, and sees a threat to privacy, "our
constitutional 'right to travel' and right to anonymous association." And she said the
greatest concern is the risk ofa data breach.
The Delta rollout uses U.S. Customs and Border Protection's traveler verification
service and software developed by NEC Corp. Customs is required by Congress to begin
collecting biometrics of foreign visitors when they leave the United States.
"We see very few people choosing to opt out of the process, because it makes it
pretty easy for them," said Customs and Border Protection deputy executive assistant
commissioner John Wagner. "There's great potential here to change some of the pain
points in the airport process, all based on some security mandates."
According to Delta, facial recognition can save up to nine minutes of time during
boarding. Passengers on Delta partner carriers Air France-KLM, Virgin Atlantic and
Aeromexico can also use facial recognition technology in the international terminal at
Hartsfield-Jackson.

"We're scaling first in Atlanta at Concourse F, and as we get experience with that we're
going to look to scale it throughout our system ultimately," said Gil West, chiefoperating
officer of Delta. "We think it will over time become the norm in the travel experience."
Delta has been testing facial recognition in recent years in partnership with Customs
during boarding at Hartsfield-Jackson as well as in Detroit and New York's John F.
Kennedy International Airport. It has also tested biometric boarding and bag drop,
partners with biometric firm Clear for expedited security lines, and allows Sky Club
members to use their fingerprints to enter clubs.
Also at the international terminal, TSA will soon roll out new Computed Tomography
(CT) scanners at two automated screening lanes, meaning passengers won't have to take
electronics and other items out of their bags. TSA has been rolling out the new scanners
at other airports around the country.
Customers flying direct to an iilternational destination from Atlanta's international
terminal can:
• Enter their passport information when prompted during online check-in. You can
also enter passport information at the terminal.
• Click "Look" on the screen at the kiosk in the lobby, or approach the camera at the
counter in the lobby, the TSA checkpoint or when boarding at the gate.
• Once the green check mark flashes on the screen, you can proceed.
*Travelers will need to have their passports available and should always bring their
passports when they travel internationally for use at other touch points during their trip.
**Those who don't want to use the facial recognition technology can opt out.

One look and you're on (Delta Airlines)
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Mayfield catches the NY Jets off guard
still could not score a touchdown. However, they did tighten the score by kicking a field
goal and making the score 14-6, Jets still leading.
With about a minute left in the third quarter, Mayfield threw a 29-yard pass to Landry
who made a spectacular catch even with the Jets' safety, Doug Middleton, attempting to
To kick off the third week of the NFL season, the winless Cleveland Browns took stop the pass from being completed. The Browns' running-back, Carlos Hyde, rushed for
on the New York Jets, led by quarterback Sam Darnold, in Cleveland on Thursday, a one-yard touchdown, setting up a decision for Cleveland to kick the extra point or go
September 20. Prior to this game, the Browns had not won a game since they defeated the for two to tie the game. They decided to go for two and hiked the ball to running-back
former San Diego Chargers, now the Los Angeles Chargers, 635 days before. Clearly, the Duke Johnson Jr. Johnson who then pitched the football to Jarvis Landry who finally
Browns were extremely desperate for a win, but so were the Jets, as they hoped to stay on passed to Mayfield for a successful two-point conversion.
With the score now tied, the Jets carried the ball into the fourth quarter. However,
the tail of the AFC East leader, the Miami Dolphins.
with
the Browns' next drive, Cleveland fans were hopeful that the luckless team would
For both teams, points were a premium in the first quarter, as neither team scored.
take
the
lead. Hyde scored the Browns a touchdown with under five minutes left, but
However, in the second quarter, both teams began to showcase their offenses, showing
there
was
an illegal blocking penalty on Landry, rendering the touchdown as void.
the prowess of their running game.
Nevertheless, Hyde would still go on to take the lead for Cleveland with a touchdown
The Jets running-back, Isaiah Crowell, started off the second quarter by breaking
through the Cleveland defensive-line to score the game's inaugural touchdown. The with two minutes and four seconds left in the game. Throughout the rest of the game,
touchdown was a huge blow to the Browns as Crowell had been the Browns' running- Darnold had several chances to come back for the Jets, but instead threw two interceptions.
The clock finally ran out and for the first time since 2016, a Browns' quarterback could
back the previous season and was a member of their historic 0-16 losing team.
Leading 7-0, the Jets scored on their next offensive drive with another rushing kneel to cap off a game and finally bring a victory to Cleveland with a score of21-17.
touchdown by Crowell. After scoring the touchdown, Crowell went on to celebrate
inappropriately, which resulted in a IS-yard penalty for unsportsmanlike conduct.
Tyrod Taylor, the starting quarterback for the Browns, put up poor numbers in
the first half. He managed to complete only four out of his 14 passes and racked up 19
passing yards. Taylor rushed four times for a total of 22 yards, but he did not score any
touchdowns rushing or passing. Throughout the half, Browns' fans were chanting the
name of the backup quarterback, Baker Mayfield.
Late in the second quarter Taylor was seen in the blue medical tent on the field being
checked for injuries. With one minute and 49 seconds left in the second quarter, Taylor
was seen leaving the field due to receiving a reported concussion. The Jets then punted to
the Browns, who were prepared with a newfangled offense lead by Mayfield.
Cheers from Cleveland's Dawg Pound emerged as Mayfield made his way onto the
field to finish the second quarter. On his first two plays in a regular season game as an
NFL quarterback, Mayfield threw two completions for two first downs. On his third play,
he fumbled the football, but it was recovered by one of his offensive linemen. The lineman
then carried the ball to what would have almost been a first-down, but the referee ruled
the ball dead. The drive resulted in the Browns finally getting a number on the scoreboard
by kicking a field goal. The score now going into the half was 14-3, with the Jets leading.
The Jets received the ball to start the second half, only to punt it to the Browns who
then punted it back to the Jets. In the Jets second drive of the half, Darnold threw a pass to
Robby Anderson, who fumbled the football for it to be returned by Cleveland to the Jets'
eight-yard line. Although the Browns were blessed with terrific field position, Cleveland Cleveland's quarterback winds up to throw the ball (ESPN)

Matthew Carvalho
Contributing Writer

Women's Rugby fights hard against rival
Devyn Analoro
Sports Editor
It's week four into the semester at Bryant University, and so begins a season of fall
sports; football, soccer, volleyball, swimming, cross country, tennis, and the less obvious
- rugby. Last fall the women's rugby team made it to the second round of the NEC
national championship for rugby. This season the team has big shoes to fill. However,
year after year their biggest and hardest game has always been St.Michaels College. For
the past two years that has not been the case. Lasr year Bryant beat St.Mikes 24-12, and
they w~re ready to come back again !his year and beat them.
The team traveled to VT last weekend going in knowing the game would be tough but
not impossible. Nonetheless, the Bulldogs came out with a victory of 40-27. Throughout
the game the bulldogs mostly played against St. Mikes offense who kept trying to pound
the ball into our defense. Some of the key players involved in this game were Jennifer
Rosinski, Erica Lovering, Melissa Mallahan and Courtney Wheeler who all pvt points
up on the board. In addition, player Margaret Mellitt contributed by making s· kick
com:ersions. A few notable players of the game were Jennifer Rosinski, Sar~h Felkel and
Devyn Analoro.
Next week the dawgs play Colby College at home. They are prer,aring for a well
matched game since Colby College has recently moved into the NEC conference. All
week the dawgs have worked on c;ommunication drills, fitness, rucking and tackling.
Going into the season the Women's Rugby team was skeptical because they had lost 15
. seniors from the previous season and started off pre-season with barely enough players
to fill the field. After attempting to recruit at social events, the organization .fair and other
schoolo events the dawgs were able to pick up some very talented and athletic rookies.
This season will be interesting but the team is ready for the challenge and continues to
work hard to make it to nationals for the second year in a row.
Members of the Women's rugby team

(lnstagram)
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Bill Snyder asserts his power over K-State
assistant coaches with QB switch to Delton
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following Dana Dimel's departure to UTEP, Snyder

Snyder, a former offensive coordinator, said he regularly
provides suggestions on that side of the ball.
MCTCampus
"We constantly have dialogue about that," Snyder said.
Snyder didn't publicly commit to either quarterback "The fact that we aren't getting the ball in the end zone, I
on Tuesday, saying he anticipates both will play against don't fault anybody in particular. I don't fault our coaches.
Texas. But he did explain why he benched Thompson In all reality, I don't really fault our players. Everybody has
improvement to make. That starts with me ... We have all
against West Virginia.
"It wasn't his fault that we were behind the 8-ball," got to get better at what we are doing."
Snyder said. "The point is, we didn't have any points on
"This is an offensive staff that, when you consider
the board and we just needed to do something and needed the assignments of each, it's different. They are growing
to make some type of change. And the other young guy together. That part of it, I think, is improving. That hasn't
has been playing equally as well. Both of them have their shown up with points on the board, but nevertheless
hiccups and their issues. Skylar played well ... we just I see that improving. It's getting acclimated to it and
needed to try to do something to get a spark."
continuing to make improvement. My interaction with it
Kansas State quarterback Skylar Thompson breaks hasn't changed from Day I."
down what went wrong for the Wildcats against West
Of course, others may applaud Snyder's aggressive
move, because it means Snyder is asserting himself and
Virginia on Sept. 22, 2018.
It's clear Snyder was never completely sold on making a personnel change that he thinks will help the
Thompson as QBL He refused to publicly anoint him as team bounce back from a 2-2 start. Ifhe thinks the season
the team's starter until the third game and, even then, is slipping away, perhaps he is wise to act ... even if his
rarely complimented his play. Delton has seen limited assistants disagree.
It's not like Thompson has been lighting it up. The
action in all four games, yet Snyder has had more positive
things to say about him.
Wildcats have lost two games to ranked opponents by a
Last week, at his Tuesday news conference, Snyder had combined score of 66-16. And his decision to audible out
this to say about Delton: "His opportunities are going to of a QB sneak and into an option pitch on fourth-andcome. They certainly will. There is no doubt in my mind inches against West Virginia was disastrous.
about that."
With a shaky offensive line and drop-prone receivers,
The QB change will likely be met with skepticism the numbers advantage that comes with running the
from some K-State fans. Thompson, who has thrown quarterback behind a lead blocker, and the confusion that
for 505 yards and four touchdowns, has been far from comes with zone-read plays, could be just what the doctor
impressive this season. But he has been better than Delton. ordered for this offense.
Coach Bill Snyder (The Wichita Eagle)
K-State averaged just 2.5 yards per rush against West
Though Delton has had his moments, including a 72-yard
Virginia.
touchdown
strike
to
Isaiah
Zuber
against
Texas-San
When Kansas State quarterback Alex Delton took over
Delton has a positive history as a runner. When
for Skylar Thompson late in the third quarter of a 35-6 loss Antonio and 78 rushing yards against South Dakota, he
healthy,
he started over Thompson last season and made
has
been
turnover
prone
and
taken
sacks
at
inopportune
to West Virginia on Saturday, his presence in the huddle
an
impact
against Texas after Jesse Ertz exited with an
times.
came as a shock to all but two people in attendance.
what
kind
of
effect
this
decision
injury.
He
rushed
for 79 yards and two touchdowns on 12
It's
also
unclear
No one informed Thompson he was getting benched.
K-State offensive coordinator Andre Coleman and might have on Coleman. Promoted from receivers coach carries during an overtime loss in Austin.
He also took over for Thompson in the Cactus Bowl
quarterbacks coach Collin Klein were also in the dark. As to offensive coordinator just nine months ago, how will
he
react
to
this
type
of
micromanagement
from
his
head
and
led K-State to a victory over UCLA by running for
far as they knew, the plan was to keep plugging away at a
coach?
He
already
faced
an
awkward
transition,
starting
158
yards
and three touchdowns on 20 carries. But he also
comeback attempt with the quarterback who had started
all four of the Wildcats' games and had seemingly proven the season calling plays from the press box but moving missed the final three games of the regular season after
down to the field after two clunkers. What's his next move? suffering a pair of concussions.
himself as the best passer on the roster.
Personnel disagreements are common on every
Delton has been waiting for a moment like this.
But Bill Snyder was ready to make a change. So much
"I feel like I am always ready," Delton said following
so that the K-State head coach bypassed his coaching staff coaching staff, but could there be a rift forming between
and informed Delton directly that he would finish out Snyder and his young team of assistants, which not long the WVU game. "I take my preparation serious and I take
the game following an interception by Wildcats defensive ago seemed to energize him as he was coming off a cancer my play serious, so I am always going to be ready. When I
scare?
come in I expect to be successful."
back Johnathan Durham.
This information was confirmed by two sources with
knowledge of the personnel change.
It also lines up with what Delton and Thompson said
immediately afterward. Delton told reporters that Snyder
"came over to me right before the drive and told me I was
going in." Thompson, with disgust in his voice, said he was
blindsided.
Nevertheless, the QB switch is here to stay. Both sources
said the Wildcats plan to start Delton against Texas later
this week and that K-State gave him the majority of its
first-team work in practice on Monday.
Snyder hinted at such a move immediately following
the West Virginia game, when he went out of his way to
praise Delton for playing "extremely well" and to downplay
Thompson for not playing "as well as he is capable." He
later walked back those comments after watching replays
of the game and realizing that Thompson (11 of 17 for 145
yards, 16 yards on 12 carries) and Delton (7 of 12 for 82
yards, 18 yards on 11 carries) played "about the same."
Still, Snyder is ready to shake things up.
In hopes of providing a spark for a sputtering offense
that is currently, averaging 21 points and 347 yards (both
numbers rank ninth in the Big 12, ahead of only, Iowa
State), Snyder wants to revert back to the ground-oriented
attack K-State has used successfully, in the past. He views
Delton, a gifted runner, as the better QB in that system.
Expect lots of quarterback keepers against the Longhorns.
It's a bold move that, according to sources, Snyder has
desired all along. Even though Thompson was named the
starter at the end of preseason camp, Snyder's preference
was to roll with Delton and see how far the Hays junior
could take the offense. Problem was, Coleman and Klein
and the rest of Snyder's assistants supported Thompson.
Not wanting to overrule Coleman, a first-time play
caller who aimed to take the offense in a new direction Coach Snyder and his players emerge onto the field for a game (The Wichita Eagle)

Kellis Robinett

decided against using his veto power.
Until now.
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As we announced yesterday on the Bryant Football Coach's Show, we
have scheduled FBS-member Central Michigan for the 2020 season.
This is our first-ever scheduled game against an FBS member and will
take place on Sept. 26, 2020. -@BryantUFootball
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Mac Miller's drug overd()se brings attention
to broader issue of substance abuse
Matt Jacques
Contributing Author

money, and have passion for what they do every day. The overall goal is to achieve
happiness. From the outside looking in, living the life of a rich celebrity appears to be
perfect. Despite this, everyone in this world faces personal challenges and adversity, and
we can see this when we look at what happened to Mac Miller.
Despite his passir.g, Mac Miller will continue to live on through his music.
Hopefully his story can bring more awareness to this prevalent issue. The music industry
must make greater effort than ever before to help those who are struggling with depression
and addiction to ensure that events of this nature never happen again.

On September 7th, 2018, American rapper, singer, and record producer, Mac
Miller, tragically passed away due to an apparent drug overdose at his home in Los
Angeles. Mac had publicly struggled with substance abuse and depression throughout
his career, but after his latest album Swimming and countless interviews that followed
the album's release, many fans believed that he was successfully dealing with his
personal struggles. This was devastatingly not the case, for his closest friends were not
even aware that Mac was still going through a difficult time in his life. His sudden death
was a shock to all his friends, family, and fans.
Soon after the heartbreaking news surfaced, millions of fans posted messages
online via Twitter, Instagram, and other social media outlets. Many of them consisted of
heartwarming messages about Mac and how his music inspired people, as well as how it
helped them get through some of their own tough times in life.
Mac has personally touched my life in indescribable ways. My friends and I used
to listen to his music back in middle and high school daily, eagerly waiting for new music
to be released. His music was like therapy to me and really helped me through some of
the toughest times in my life. I watched Mac develop into one of the best rappers of this
generation, and it feels surreal that he is no longer with us to continue to create, inspire,
and produce breathtaking music. His music defined my early teen years and I watched
him evolve into an incredible artist. No one will ever fill the creative, industry changing
shoes of Mac Miller.
nstead of being reactive to tragic events like this, I believe that people need to be
proactive and act when someone is going through a difficult time in their life. Sending
out uplifting messages to Mac and his family after his death shows that people really
can come together during a time of need. The strength that numbers can generate can
move mountains. The time is now to help those in need before it is too late. Many people
suffer from depression and addiction, just like Mac Miller, and more needs to be done to
combat these such struggles.
As an outsider looking in, being a famous celebrity worth millions ot dollars
is almost like winning the lottery. You never have to worry about living paycheck to
paycheck, you can afford luxurious materialistic possessions, and you are able to embrace
your social status. In fact, this seems to be everyone's ultimate goal. Only about seven
percent of people living within the United States are classified as wealthy and fall into
this social status.
Realistically, average citizens have dreams: they want to pursue a career, make Mac Miller (Getty Images)

North Smithfield rescinds Nike ban:
their statement remains the same
this period, African Americans faced extreme brutality at the hands of white America.
Their education system had very little economic support, they were only given access to
low paying labor intensive jobs. On top of this, they were unfairly arrested, brutalized,
and lynched at high rates solely for being black. Lynching consisted of hanging, burning,
On Monday, September 17th, the Town Council president of North Smithfield, John and beating black bodies to death with no repercussions.
In the 1960s, the Civil Rights Era took its course, in which figures such as Martin
Beauregard, filed a motion to ban the purchase of Nike products in the town. Beauregard
felt inclined to publicize this proposal after discovering Nike's recent decision to sign Luther King Jr., Malcolm X, and many othet'notable activists fought for racial equality
and true freedom for people ot color. Enough was enough. It is now 2018. Although we
former NFL star, Colin Kaepernick, to their "Just Do It" campaign.
The ad for their campaign reveals a close up of Colin Kaepernick with the words, have made progress in the right direction, it is evident that these issues are far from
"Believe in something. Even if it means sacrificing everything." in white letters across his over as African Americans in this country are still stereotyped, targeted, killed, and
face. This photo has gone viral across all social media platforms, causing people across incarcerated at mass rates.
Regarding law enforcement specifically, the structure of our criminal justice system
the country to either side with Nike and support this message, or, like John Beauregard,
misinterpret its intentions to speak up about police brutality and boycott the company. has never been in favor of black Americans. According to the Bureau ofJustice, people of
color are often targeted, profiled, brutalized, and killed by police officers. What is truly
In a vote of 3-2, Nike products were banned in North Smithfield.
Colin Kaepernick is very well known for his former role as a quarterback for the San distressing is these officers rarely face the consequences for taking innocent lives. What
Francisco 49ers. He is even more so known for his decision to kneel during the national does this say about our country when human beings can get murdered and, because they
anthem before each game in attempt to protest police brutality across America; a decision are of color, justice is nowhere to be found?
Now, that is not to say that all police officers are responsible for this. There are many
that cost him his job. This is also the decision that caused John Beauregard to establish
amazing police officers in this country who know how to do their job and do it well. This
the ban.
The "Star-Spangled Banner" is the United States national anthem. As many Americans does; however, speak to a larger societal issue. In a system in which this happens with
and avid football watchers know, it is sung before each game as a tradition. This is a time grave frequency, especially a system that is here to "protect and serve," it can be argued
in which players and fans alike are expected to proudly stand with their right hand over that this has been a longstanding issue with law enforcement as a whole, rather than just
their hearts in honor of our country. The song signifies the freedom within America "a few bad apples" in specific departments.
In cases whereby black men are killed by officers, it is interesting to note that many
and bravery of our countrymen. Colin Kaepernick, however, has a different view of this
of the officers claim the use of excessive force was justifiable because they encountered a
anthem.
In the lyrics of the national anthem, the final lines state, "for the land of the free, and "suspicious" character or "feared for their lives." The only option for them was to shoot to
the home of the brave." This is usually followed by excessive clapping and then shortly kill. However, as we have gathered from recent cases, in most of these cases, the suspects
after, the football game commences. It is a common consensus that this is, in fact, the have been unarmed. What eminent danger could one have been in to feel that, although
home of the brave. Brave American men and women fight for our country every day. The the person they are pursuing is not armed, the use of a firearm is the best course of
first part: "for the land of the free," however, implies that this country grants freedom to action?
all its citizens no matter what. If you are black in America, that is unfortunately not the
case. Why would Colin Kaepernick stand for a national anthem that symbolizes freedom
for all when not all Americans are truly free in this country?
African Americans in this country experience the lasting effects ofracism daily. After
slavery ended in 1865, prohibiting the buying and selling of black people as chattel, a new
form of enslavement began its course: Jim Crow. The Jim Crow era, which lasted up until
the 1950s, was a time in which laws were established to enforce racial segregation. During

Elana Williams-Leonard ~-'
Opinion Editor
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This is not a secret: Race has become an extreme basis
by which we perceive those around us. African Americans
in this country are frequently viewed through a lens that is
saturated by stereotypes and uninformed past ideologies.
The media helps promote this message as well. We are
often exposed to black men as criminals, gangsters and
murders on the news and in popular culture. We cannot
deny that the culture in which we live shapes the very
fundamental beliefs that make us who we are. Whether or
not this stereotyping is intentional, exposure to people of
color in racialized contexts can come into play in people's
encounters with them. This is when problems arise, and
police officers reach for their guns. This is when faultless
lives are lost. This is unfair. This is wrong. This needs
to stop. This is what Colin Kaepernick was and still is
bringing attention to.
Colin Kaepernick has done nothing but exercise his
first amendment right to express himself. Is he not free to
express his rage regarding the systematic dehumanization
of African Americans in our country? Is he not allowed
to protest police brutality, and the innocent lives being
lost without any justice? What about the disproportionate
rates of black men in the prison industrial complex? Why
was he let go from his job for speaking his mind? Why is
he still being attacked?
Nike is using Kaepernick in this ad because he is an
advocate for racial equality and freedom for all. They
are trying to bring increased awareness to important
ongoing societal issues. By doing so, they are hoping to
create a more inclusive society, which is something that is
long overdue. Why is there so much backlash for simply
wanting things to change, for wanting to be a part of that
crucial change?
The message in Nike's ad is not meant to attack
anyone who has fought for this country, nor is it doing so.
Although there was an instance in where Kaepernick wore
socks with police officers as pigs on them, a very suggestive
statement, it was coming from a place of rage concerning
excessive police force against the black community.
Colin Kaepernick's original message was one of peace
and equity; one of hope in the future; one of true freedom
for all. He was even encouraged by a veteran who fought
for this country to express himself in this way. Nike was
inspired by Kaepernick's message of wanting to bring
awareness to social injustice and more importantly,
law enforcement's mistreatment of people of color in
our country. Nike is using their platform to spread this
message, in hopes that people can grasp its importance.
And whatl are they met wit-h? People like Paul Beauregarsd,
who, because they are not directly affected by social

injustices, do not understand the extent to which people
of color suffer physically, mentally, and emotionally in this
country.
John Beauregard, who served as a state trooper for
25 years, believes that this ad is disrespectful to the "102
officers killed on duty in the United States so far this
year (Brown Daily). He also goes on to say that Colin
Kaepernick has not sacrificed anything; that it is in fact the
officers who have made the ultimate sacrifice in the name
of the law. What he does not understand is that the ad is
not disagreeing with this. These officers have sacrificed a
grave deal to keep American citizens safe. Despite this, it
does not have anything to do with the much larger issue
within the criminal justice system: the mistreatment of
black Americans.
Due to the backlash North Smithfield faced on a
national scale, they have already decided to repeal the ban.
According to the Brown Daily Herald, Paul Beauregard
stated, "I am not doing this because my views on the
subject have changed. I am only doing this because of
the backlash to my town, the businesses in my town, the
schools and all the residents. I don't want to drag anyone
into my fight that did not choose to be in it."
A week later, on the afternoon of September 24th,
2018, the council in North Smithfield unanimously voted
to reverse the Nike resolution. Mr. Beauregard did not
make this decision because he has finally grasped the
true purpose of Nike's ad and their choice to use Colin
Kaepernick as the face of that ad. He is doing it because
he does not want his personal beliefs to negatively impact
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those in the town. The fact that this decision became
national news should have made him realize the decision
was wrong, but unfortunately his views remain the same.
Although Beauregard states, "this resolution had nothing
to do with race," it very clearly does when considering the
facts.
"The message that is sent is that the town of North
Smithfield does not care about police brutality and racial
inequality," said NAACP Providence President. Whether
or not this is true is up for debate.
This" land of the free" is unfortunately not free for all. Colin
Kaepernick is trying to change this, and Nike using the
"Just Do It" campaign to create important conversations
about race relations in the United States. Those who do
not support this do not understand the extent to which
this issue has historically been a detriment to the black
community. They do not understand the disproportionate
rates of African American men killed by police officers, or
the fact black men only make up 6% of the United States
population, yet 40% of them are in jail. This is not freedom.
We must take advantage of our democracy and come
together to peacefully promote egalitarianism. Don't
underestimate the power of your voice. In America,
people should not have to fight for equality, it should be
free. The fact that people of color are still experiencing
grave mistreatment speaks to what we must do; we must
collectively speak up if we want to see a real change. As
human rights activist Desmond Tutu once said, "If you are
neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side
of the oppressor."

Hands off Rod Rosenstein
Los Angeles Times Editorial Board
MCTCampus

Three days after he reportedly went to the White House to turn in his resignation,
Deputy Atty. Gen. Rod Rosenstein is finally set to meet with President Trump on
Thursday to discuss his continued employment. The right course for Trump is clear: He
should tell Rosenstein to remain on the job.
This might seem like counterintuitive advice. Rosenstein is probably the president's
second least favorite appointee at Justice - the least favorite being Atty. Gen. Jeff Sessions,
who enraged Trump when he took the ethically imperative step of recusing himself from
any investigation related to the 2016 presidential campaign, which he served as a Trump
adviser.
That set the stage for Rosenstein to take charge and name Robert S. Mueller III as
a special counsel to investigate possible coordination between Russia and the Trump
campaign, an inquiry Trump has denounced as a "rigged witch hunt" even as Mueller has
scored a string of guilty pleas and the conviction of Trump's former campaign chairman.
Rosenstein's departure would clear the way for Trump to install a more pliable acting
attorney general to supervise - or possibly subvert - Mueller's investigation. So far,
though, Trump has stayed his hand, possibly because removing Rosenstein would be
viewed as a transparent attempt to obstruct justice by a president who has not only sought
to discredit Mueller, but has threatened to "get involved" in the Justice Department's
operations.
Circumstances changed dramatically last week, however. The New York Times
reported that shortly after assuming his post last year, the deputy attorney general
suggested that he secretly record Trump and discussed recruiting Cabinet members
to invoke the 25th Amendment to remove the president. Rosenstein called the story
"inaccurate and factually incorrect." Even so, alleged insubordination could give Trump
a plausible pretext for getting rid of Rosenstein.
That would be a disaster for the Mueller investigation and the Justice Department.
Rosenstein isn't just Mueller's protector; he has become a symbol of continuity and
institutional integrity at Justice. Those qualities make it imperative that Rosenstein, an
experienced prosecutor, remain on the job, despite this latest controversy.

It's conceivable that the Mueller investigation could proceed unimpeded under the
direction of another official. (The White House has suggested that if Rosenstein were to
leave, Solicitor General Noel Francisco would assume that role, although there is some
question about whether he would face a conflict because his former law firm represents
the Trump campaign.) But even in the most optimistic scenario Rosenstein's departure
would be a disaster. Ominously, one of Trump's personal attorneys suggested Monday
that if the deputy attorney general resigned, there should be a "time out on this inquiry."
This is precisely the kind of outcome we should both fear and expect if Rosenstein is
successfully pushed out of the way.
Keeping Rosenstein on the job wmrld be good for the country, but (as the president
himself might ask), what's in it for Trump? Simply this: Rosenstein's departure would be
widely viewed - including by many voters in the midterm elections - as a blow to the
impartial administration of justice and the principle that the president is not above the
law.

Deputy Attorney General Rosenstein at a White House press briefing (LA Times)
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A close look at iOS 12 and watchOS 5
Thomas Maranian
Variety Editor

10S 12 makes all the tasks you love doing twice as fast while still delivering a
unique, top-notch user interface (Twitter)

This year's iOS 12 and watchOS 5 released on Monday, September 17, and are just
about two weeks into their exhibition. As with all updates for Apple devices, iOS 12 and
watchOS 5 ignited enhancements in performance, speed, and overall user interface. The
main idea this time around was to provide more power to the user. It makes sense that
they continue this trend year by yearly, seeing as it is the world's most advanced mobile
operating system. There is an abundance of new features available for both the iOS and
watchOS. iOS 12 will be the first focus.
Everyone seems to always be on the move these days. That being said, people need
fast working devices to power through the full length of the day. That is why applications
can now launch up to two times faster than previous update versions. Get a head start
in the work you need to accomplish. The camera opens 70% faster both from the lock
screen and the unlocked screen. No more going through those lag spikes just to !'alee a
single picture. Everything is noticeably faster, giving the user the optimal and desired
experience. Additionally, the keyboard will appear 50% quicker, cutting the time down
significantly to type a message or look up information.
A huge part of iOS 12 is the long-awaited multiple person FaceTime call option.
Instead of increasing the cap to just two or three, Apple took a bold step and changed the
maximum audio and video capacity from one to 32. Can't get to a meeting? Just FaceTime
in. Want to talk to extended family all at once? Just FaceTime together. Want to set up a
reunion? Just FaceTime the date and location. Instead of having to download third party
applications to group video, which typically is of awfully poor performance and results
in connectivity issues, Apple presented their own unique version. If two people are in the
United States, five are in Europe, and another ten are in Asia, that can work. Whatever
the case may be, it's an incredible ability to communicate with up to 32 people on video
and audio calls.
Screen Time was added so you can monitor how you and your kids make use of your
time on screen and which applications are used the most. You can abo set up a schedule
for using your phone so that you aren't glued to it all day long. Apple knows technology
has become humanities best friend and realizes that it is a problem. Definitely utilize
Screen Time and recommend it to your friends and family. This is kind of a surprise for a
tech company to do something of this sort since their goal is generally to up the amount
of usage on devices. Apple wants its users to be aware of their precious time and use it
wisely. Well done, Apple.
Messages got 12 new features, all of which add on to what an exceedingly fast
experience was already. These features include new Animojis, a Memoji, which allows
you to create an emoji for your own face, an option for speech bubbles on photos, a
redesigned App Strip, an easier way to send photos, and a few others.
Do Not Disturb gets a nice new addition which allows you to keep it on for a set
period of time and not have to worry about turning it off when you're done with it. Set it
for an hour while in class, eight hours overnight while you sleep, or twenty-four hours for
a complete detox from the mobile world.
Photos got a great update to how you browse and share media. Everything in the
application is subcategorized under the For You tab by location and date. Vacations
overseas, portraits of you and your family, and shared activity are all so easy to navigate,
so you can see everything right where you want it. You also can share photos across all
iOS 12 users you know, so everyone can see the best photography. If you have contacts
that were at the same event or location as you, their names will appear, and you can send
as many photos are you want. Additionally, Apple understands it's sometimes hard to
find one particular picture. Simply type in the location you took the photo or the date,
and there you have it. No more spending time scrolling through albums just to realize
the photo is in a different one.
The right to privacy is specifically alluded to in the Fourth Amendment. Apple
considered that too. Privacy is a huge focus in iOS 12. Safari now prevents commenting
on web pages and sharing options from tracking you and your information unless
you specifically allow for it. Advertisements are also prohibited from collecting your
information and your device's information. This is to prevent ads from interrupting your
every move. A message will appear when you load web pages, asking if the site can track
your activity or not. Regarding passwords, if: you tend to reuse a one for multiple sites,
they will be flagged and prompted to change for more security.
iBooks got a complete transformation. If reading on a screen is your sort of thing,
this should be a huge game changer for you. Right when you open the application, you
can see a small version of the book you are currently reading opened to the page you left
on. Whether you've used iBooks regularly or not at all in the past, don't pass up on an

awesome makeover. iBooks lets you see suggestions for new books based on what you've
read, as well as books you marked as 'want to read'. Stocks, News, and Voice memos all
received equally captivating redesigns.
Notifications are now able to be silent and sent to the center without alert. They
will still come in to your device but won't alert you. It's good for when you just can't be
bothered with texts and emails or when you're in class or at work. Notifications are also
grouped together so the list is condensed when you got to the notification center. An
option for critical alerts was added to bypass even Do Not Disturb, in the situation that
emergency notifications and customized ones need to get through to you.
Siri is smarter than you might think. Siri now learns your typical requests and
routines, so you can see suggestions in the lock screen or search bar for faster services.
Siri can find your missing device (including AirPods) and can turn the flashlight on and
off for you.
iOS 12 is available for all iPhones dating back to the iPhone 5s, all iPads dating back to
the iPad mini 2, and the iPod touch 6th generation. And of course, the new line of iPhone
XS, iPhone XS Max, and iPhone XR will function with the update already installed.
On to watchOS 5. This operating system is specifically made for the line of Apple
Watches, which means it always was about finding ways to improve your health and
companionship with a device you wear on your wrist. It's no surprise this update
is focused on activity, nutrition, and workouts. For a while now, the Watch Series 3
competed with Fitbit's Ionic device for the best exercise tracker on the market. It really
comes down to whether you want a device with the sole purpose of getting you in shape
and exceeding your limits or a smartwatch that keeps you off you phone screen, helps
you stay in shape, and alerts you if you're heart rate is out of its normal range. If you're in
love with Apple, the Watch Series 4 is your next purchase. It will come preinstalled with
watch OS 5. If you already have a Series 3, 2, or I, you also can install on there.
WatchOS5 gives the option to challenge friends, family, and community members
to a weekly competition. Instead of simply sharing activity data with each other, now
you can see whose level of activity and fitness is higher. Competition drives success and
teaches competitors to reach higher feats than ever before. Share your achievements with
the world and run the leaderboards for the year. During the competition, alerts will let
you know if you're on top or falling behind. Trophies are awarded for winning, giving
you the extra drive to get on your feet.
You might sometimes start a workout without starting the tracker for it on your
watch. If that is to be the case, your watch will notify you that it thinks you started a
workout, giving you the option to track it then and there from the IO-minute point you
already are at. Calories burned, and time passed will show up as if you'd started it from
the beginning. New workouts were added to the default workout application, including
boxing, hiking, and yoga. Try them all out. You might realize you love something youve
newer dene befoFe.
Runners are naturally drawn to the Apple Watch, and for good reason. Runners will
be delighted to hear that if you're behind your usual or goal pace, your watch notifies you.
Steps per minute can also be seen, giving you the information necessary to speed up if
you are behind or slow down if you feel like an injury is coming.
The Walkie-Talkie feature allows Apple Watch users to speak to their watches and
send messages to other users. All you need to do is press to talk, let go to listen, and repeat
the process. It's a bold move in a new direction for the Apple Watch. The distance it works
up to is still not quite clear. It's likely to function fine so long as you're in the same general
area with the other people using it.
You no longer have to say, 'Hey Siri'. Instead, just raise your watch and give
a command. You are the captain now. The same updates to iOS 12's Siri and Do Not
Disturb come to watchOS 5.
Overall, iOS 12 and watch OS 5 bring to life some key new features that have long been
desired by the Apple community. This year's features are subtle and may seem minor
compared to some of the previous updates, but you'll be surprised just how advanced
and solid your devices now perform. Download and install today. Get in with the new
and forget the old. If, for some reason, you regret it, you can revert back to a previous
operating system.
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Prior and upcoming seasons of the CW
Thomas Maranian
Variety Editor

Get ready for a crossover this year to Gotham City
(What'sOnNetflix)

When last we saw our brave, bold, and daring heroes,
Oliver Queen publicly disclosed his identity as the Green
Arrow and headed to prison, Barry Allen met his future
daughter who happens to also be a speedster, a variant of
Supergirl known as Red Son Supergirl (inspired by the Red
Son Superman timeline in the comic book universe) finds
her way into Siberia after spawning from the absconding
aura of the real Kara Zor-El's body during the fight against
Reign, and the Legends' vacation in Aruba after a long
drawn conflict against Mallus is too good to be true as
it is interrupted by Constantine, who claims Mallus was
only the beginning. Wow! What a year for the superhero
shows on the CW. All these finales ended on cliffhangers
that leave the watcher yearning for more.
Oliver Queen-escaper of death, survivor, Arrow,
Green Arrow, orphan, speaker, mayor, husband, and now
father-yeah, what an iconic figure in the multiverse.
There is not much this man cannot do. It all started on
Lian Yu Island for Oliver Queen. From season one all the
way to the finale of season six, Oliver Queen has endlessly
opposed against those who would seek to corrupt and
destroy Star City. This man is a public figure and leader
for the rest of the city. He fights crime, he puts criminals
behind bars, he takes the blame for actions he did not
take to save his friends, and he puts his life on the line

every day for those he cares for and those he has never
met. Season seven will take a new, unfortunate direction
for Mr. Queen, and it is one that cannot be resolved so easy
as he can fire an arrow or muscle up on that pull-up bar of
his. It will be interesting to see whether the city will praise
him or shun him now that he is behind bars himself. No
doubt there will be some instances where the others on
the inside will pick a fight with him, seeing as he put most
of them there in the first place. Will he escape? Will his
son ever forgive him for leaving him? Will his son even
vcisit him? Will Felicity Smoke continue to love the man
she once knew? The season premiers on October 15 at 8
pm and will air on Mondays this Fall.
Barry Allen-speedster, time traveler, forensic scientist
for criminal investigations, husband, "fastest man alive,"
orphan, defeater of faster speedsters, and apparently
now a father-yeah, The Flash is pretty impressive too.
What is it like to meet your own child who is yet to be
born? What is it like to meet a time traveler who claims
to be your daughter? Ask Mr. Allen. He has the answer.
From Reverse Flash to Zoom to Savcitar to The Thinker,
the young hero found a way to defeat them all-with the
help of a select few Harrison Wells, Caitlin Snow, Cisco
Ramon, and so on and so forth. Evil speedsters may be
faster than Allen at first, but Allen trains and trains and
trains some more. When you have the ability to run at the
speed of sound and light (in some extreme instances) and
combined with the wits and guidance ofa supportive team,
the world can be saved over and over again. So where is
season five heading? For starters, the whole time travelling
future daughter meets father and mother situation needs
to be resolved. Questions need answers. After that, a new
¥illain-likely Cicada-will come into the bullpen for a
great number of rounds against team Flash. Perhaps the
appearance of Nora Allen has something to do with the
newest villain's appearance. Is her time travel a result of
what might happen if Barry cannot defeat this new evcil?
Will Iris and Barry have a future together? Find out on
Tuesday, October 9 at 8pm.
Kara Zor-El- Girl of Steel, Kryptonian, foreigner
from another planet, cousin of Superman, Kara Danvers,
strongest being on earth (some argue she is, some argue
Superman is), reporter, journalist, daughter, sister-yeah,
Supergirl might just be better than Arrow or Flash. Do
not forget she has telescopic vision, heat vision, infrared
vision, microscopic vision, X Ray vision, super hearing,
super breath, ultra-speed, and is basically invulnerable
to damage and disease except for kryptonite. Her super
abilities do not nearly account for her human ingenuity
and inspiring human character. She has been fully
committed to be a sister, an adopted daughter, a writer

and reporter, and a friend to many in a foreign world with
foreign people of foreign abilities. Seasons one, two, and
three demonstrated how Kara physically and emotionally
endured the most challenging of instances. Nothing keeps
her down. Even kryptonite has a hard time doing its job
against her. The end of season three showed the final battle
between her and Reign. But Reign may not have been so
easily defeated. Now that a Red Son variant of the true Kara
Zor-El is wandering about in Siberia, it may be possible the
impersonating character will be used as a weapon for evil
doings. Perhaps there will be some more D.E.O action this
coming year. Perhaps Mon-El and Kara will figure things
out finally. Perhaps Supergirl will discover new powers
both as a Kryptonian and as a human. Time will tell. The
season four premiere is on Sunday, October 14 at 8pm.
The Legends of yesterday, today, and tomorrowWhite Canary, Rip Hunter, Firestorm, Atom, Heat Wave,
Captain Cold, Steel, Vixen, Kid Flash, Constantine-these
are only a select few of the show's elite soldiers, leaders,
commanders, and saviors. Since season one, heroes have
come and gone from the big screen. Most are fortunate
enough to have stuck around thus far. While they do
not necessarily have the greatest abilities as superheroes,
they more than make up for that with their personalities
and strenuous care for fixing the wrongs of the past and
preserving the good of the present. Every hero has their
own backstory. Every hero is strong enough to give up
their old lives to time travel throughout history for the
betterment of humanity. When season three came to
an end, Sara Lance led the Legends to a victory over the
malevolent, demonic Mallus. They concluded in Aruba,
kicking back at the pool and enjoying each other's
company. When Constantine appeared with the head
of a bloodied dragon, he claims Mallus was only the
beginning. Season four will bring much more action and
adventure throughout history, as well as new villains to
overcome and surprising alliances to combat evil. Perhaps
some new members will join the team and one day earn
the name of Legend. Season four premieres on Monday,
October 22 at 9pm.
As always, another crossover miniseries will bring
together all the heroes at some point midseason. Get ready
to enjoy the adventures of Flash, Arrow, Supergirl, and the
Legends. Expect the unexpected. Get your superhero hype
on.

Octobler Meteor Showers! There is still
some,time to observe Mars and Saturn
David A. Huestis
Professor
Once again the Perseid meteor shower of August
locally succumbed to bad weather. For a few days before
and after the peak night of August 12-13 the skies above
southern New England were hidden by persistent clouds.
These days being an amateur astronomer in Rhode Island
and nearby Massachusetts are extremely frustrating. As
each successive year comes and goes I am optimistic that a
new year can't be worse than the prior year. Unfortunately
as we progress further into a new year I end up eating
my words. Some of my associates jokingly blame me
and suggest I move to California to potentially end their
draught!
Well, I'm not ready or willing to make that journey.
Californians suffer from other calamities more severe
than clouds preventing folks from exploring the
heavens. Despite our often inclement weather for many
astronomical events I have written about, I will continue
to provide guidance for observing future events in the
hope we enter a more benevolent period of clear skies.
With that said, I wish to inform you that there is still time
to observe Mars. The dust that got kicked up into that
planet's atmosphere by its global dust storm is settling
out now. The telescopes at the local observatories have
provided fair images of Mars' south polar cap as well as
surface markings. Back on July 31, Mars was at its closest
to the Earth (35.8 million miles) until 2035. The Earth has
been quickly moving away from Mars, and on October
1 our two worlds will be 55.6 million miles apart and
increasing every day. Mars' image through our telescopes
has been growing smaller, so the earlier you can view our
planetary neighbor the more detail you may observe.
Beautiful Saturn will also be visible throughout October
as well.
The skies of October do provcide stargazers with the

opportunity to observe two meteor sh().}Y.ers. The first one
of the month, a minor display of shoafl , g stars called the
Draconids, occurs on the night of October 8-9. I haven't
written about the Draconids very often be~ause the
shower currently only produces only ten or less yellowish
slow moving meteors per hour.
This year the Earth passes through the stream of
debris more recently stripped off short period comet 21P/
Giacobini-Zinner, the source of the Draconids, soon after
the comet's relatively close encounter (36 million miles)
with our world. This circumstance could slightly enrich
the meteor stream and provide astronomers with many
more shooting stars than normal. However, the forecasts
I've seen suggest no uptick in numbers. Regardless, I would
strongly recommend giving the Draconids a try-just in
case! Fortuitously the Moon will be New on peak night,
so it will not interfere with observing as many meteors as
possible away from light pollution.
Best of all, this meteor display is favorably observed
between sunset and midnight when the constellation
Draco is highest in the northern sky. All you have to do
is find Ursa Major (the Big Dipper asterism). It will be
sitting just above the northern horizon. Draco stretches
between Ursa Major and Polaris, the pole star, which is
the end star in Ursa Minor (Little Bear), the Little Dipper
asterism handle. While the meteors will emanate from this
region of the sky, scan east and west up to zenith (directly
overhead). These particles are fairly slow movcing, hitting
our atmosphere at only 12.5 miles per second.
The second shooting star display of the month occurs
on the night of October 20-21 when the Earth passes
through the remnants of Halley's Comet. It is called the
Orionid meteor shower, because the meteors appear
to radiate from within the constellation of Orion the
Hunter. That radiant point is not far from the bright red
super giant star Betelgeuse which represents Orion's right
shoulder (his perspective). Usually the Orionids are best
viewed between midnight and dawn's early light, but a

waxing gibbous Moon (Full on the 24th) won't set until
around 3:38 a.m. local time. This scenario will leave you
only about two hours of dark sky time until dawn's early
light. Just be sure to position yourself away from stray
light sources to observe as many meteors as possible.
An observer can expect to count about 20 or so yellow
and green meteors per hour once the Moon is out of the
sky. The -Orionid meteors disintegrate in our atmosphere
after smashing into it at around 41.6 miles per second. The
shooting star display is also noted for producing fireballs
that create persistent dust trains as they blaze across the
sky.
Despite having observed countless meteors during my
45 years as an amateur astronomer, I never tire of sitting
out under a starry sky waiting for "burning rocks" to
annihilate themselves in our protective atmosphere. Just
be sure to duck if you happen to observe a "stationary"
meteor. What's that? Think about it. It means the meteor
is heading straight towards you!
Good luck to all of us for October meteor observing.
In conclusion, while you do not need a telescope to
observe a meteor shower, the local observatories are open
for you to experience other wonders of our universe. Be
sure to check their respective websites for public observing
schedules and closures. Seagrave Memorial Observatory
(http://www.theskyscrapers.org) in North Scituate is
open every clear Saturday night. Ladd Observatory
(http://www.brown.edu/Departments/Physics/Ladd/) in
Provcidence is open every Tuesday night. The Margaret
M. Jacoby Observatory at the CCRI Knight Campus in
Warwick (http://www.ccri.edu/physics/observatory.htm)
is open every clear Thursday night. And don't forget about
our distant (by Rhode Islanders' perception) associates
down at Frosty Drew Observatory (http://frostydrew.org)
in Charlestown. They open every clear Friday night.
Keep your eyes to the skies.
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Because mars how change happens. wim asingle acrton
tn lhe here and now.
You have been running your whole life from one ming or another.
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against infections
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Bananas are great for
athletes because they
give you energy

II will make you feel alive.
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11 will help clear your head and make you more focused.
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Because you can just leave ev8fYlbing behind rtgh1 this moment
and be alone, be yourself. be kee.
It will exercise your willpower and help you develop discipline.
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Because tt's rime ro take back control.
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Because yuu can.
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